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[caption id="attachment_283" align="aligncenter" width="732"] Latest from Our Blog The use of drones for business purposes is becoming increasingly popular. From using drones for photography to using them to save business from loss, the use of drones is becoming more and more widespread. What happens to these drones when a crash occurs is a common question in most emergency scenarios. The first requirement to make a drone crash
[…] As the laws governing the use of drones become more specific, more and more companies are using them in their daily business operations. For both business and recreational purposes, many people are using drones to capture a variety of video and photos. Drones are able to capture video and photos in ways that are difficult […] If you’re thinking about purchasing a drone for the first time, it may seem like you’re about to take the plunge
into a whole new world. However, before you buy your first drone, you need to make sure you have the best one for your needs. Although there are hundreds of different drone models on the […]Q: Problems on table inheritance in MySQL I have a table with a reference_id field, that is used to reference itself. CREATE TABLE `tbl_ref_this` ( `id` int(11) NOT NULL, `reference_id` int(11) NOT NULL, PRIMARY KEY (`id`), CONSTRAINT
`tbl_ref_this_ibfk_1` FOREIGN KEY (`reference_id`) REFERENCES `tbl_ref_this` (`id`) ) ENGINE=InnoDB DEFAULT CHARSET=utf8 I need to drop the table and recreate it. When I try to drop the table it gives this error. Cannot drop table `tbl_ref_this`; there is a foreign key constraint using it Is there a way to drop the table and still maintain the foreign key? A: A better solution would be to properly implement your inheritance structure.

That way, you can drop the table and have the foreign keys remain. From the docs
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KEYMACRO is a small cross-platform anti virus and antimalware software. KEYMACRO is designed to work with PC running Windows 7, 8, 10, and Linux. KeyMacro provides protection against malware. Its anti-malware engine is built with integrity, which is committed to detect, remove, and remove malicious files. Available for Windows, macOS and Linux.Q: How do I calculate a decimal time in jQuery? Is there a function in jQuery that
will accept a time string and return a number representing how many milliseconds since the epoch? A: you can use moment.js to convert seconds to milliseconds var hours = moment.duration(7,'hour'); var minutes = moment.duration(30,'minute'); var seconds = moment.duration(15,'second'); var ms = moment.duration(7,'millisecond'); var format = 'DD MMMM YYYY, h:mm:ss a'; var date = moment(timestamp, format); var newDate =

date.diff(moment(),'milliseconds'); var text = newDate.format('DD MMMM YYYY, h:mm:ss a'); console.log(text); In early 2018, the tech world was watching as a wave of protests was sweeping across the globe, from the streets of Hong Kong to the offices of America’s most powerful companies. In a world being crushed by Donald Trump’s toxic blend of authoritarianism, white supremacy, and xenophobia, it’s tempting to throw up our
hands and say that technology will never be able to stop a tide of hate, but I think it can. This is one of the reasons why we built NetGain, our open source service to create a walled garden for Facebook and other platforms to create, protect and expand their social networks. NetGain has been designed from the ground up to help keep everyone safe online, and to help drive the forces of positive change forward, on both Facebook and other

networks. We’ve built our own censorship tools to keep our users safe and block extremism while allowing healthy debate to flourish. We’re also working with the outside world to identify and shut down extremist networks on a daily basis. We’re about to roll out the first version of NetGain which will 77a5ca646e
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"Cleaning virus off your computer is something you can do in a second. Here is your chance to remove the virus from your system with GeneScan Fast Removal. You may have already heard about this and thinking if it works? The results are unbelievable. This program uses an ordinary cleaning virus scanner to get rid of all the viruses on your computer. As we all know there are a lot of malicious viruses in the internet, no doubt, virus
infections are still happening to our computers. In fact, a virus scanner is the best thing that can protect your computer from viruses. However, most virus scanners come with a lot of viruses that can be very harmful to your computer, that is why we need to remove them all. Most virus scanners are very large files, ranging from 1 to 10 MB, they need to install on your computer. GeneScan Fast Removal is small in size, about 10 KB. This small
program will detect all the viruses on your computer and remove them all at the same time. Just one click, your computer is clean and virus free. You don't have to pay a dime for the software, this is 100% Free, you will not be charged a single cent to remove the viruses. For your best PC protection, you should install this software as soon as possible. GeneScan Fast Removal Screenshots: Who are you? This is the developers of the 'GeneScan
Fast Removal' program, it's designed to remove the most harmful viruses on your computer at a remarkable speed. This program is made by a group of individuals from around the globe, who would do everything in their power to help all of the computer users to be free of the virus dangers that our computers can have, if not removed. "GeneScan Fast Removal" has been designed by a group of talented men and women who all have the same
desire to help the majority of people, to have a virus free computer, therefore making them happy. We are not computer virus programmers or programmers at all, we just happened to have the skills that allows us to build this wonderful program. Let's take a closer look at this program, shall we? Some of the viruses that this program will detect and remove are: Viruses which are using the trojans to steal information and launch malicious attacks
against your computer. Here are some of the key features of this 'GeneScan Fast Removal' program:

What's New In GeneScan Fast Removal?

Clam AntiVirus is a personal, antivirus software product that helps users protect their computer, and all of their files, against viruses and other malware. It is easy to use, and effective against all known viruses, but allows you to choose which viruses you want it to protect you from. Detects viruses and Trojans for all platforms including OS X, Windows, Linux, and Android. It also identifies and removes spyware, adware, keyloggers and other
malware. More information on Clam AntiVirus can be found on the Clam AntiVirus site.     6. VirusTotal (Free) Description: VirusTotal is the world's largest virus and malware scanner. Almost 100 million of users rely on it to find malware and viruses that their computers are infected with. It scans viruses, malware, spyware, rootkits and Trojans by using signatures. Because this scanner leverages large-scale computing resources, it's able to
scan more viruses and malware in real-time. More information on VirusTotal can be found on the VirusTotal site. What's New: What's New in v7.0: *** When a virus signature is created or updated, we detect it automatically using VirusTotal API, thus automatically updating VirusTotal database*** Note: All detection and removal results are summarized in one window. No alerts appear. After starting of disinfection the virus / malware / rootkit
status is updated in a new window.   Thanks, and have fun! List all viruses Search all viruses Older version More information on ClamAV can be found on the ClamAV site. What's New: What's New in v7.2: Get free ClamAV Professional edition for 3 years.   Allergan a leader in the development of human-related pharmaceuticals, announced today it has expanded its collaboration with the University of British Columbia in the development of a
new and improved formulation for its injectable anti-inflammatory drug Restasis. This is the fourth product in a fast-growing portfolio of pharmaceutical products that address the market needs of patients with chronic disorders, such as dry eyes. Thanks, and have fun! Try it Free What's New: What's New in v7.3: Get free ClamAV Professional edition for 3 years.   Allergan a leader in the development of human-related
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System Requirements:

-OS: Win XP, Win 7, or Win 8 -CPU: Intel Core 2 Duo @ 2.3GHz or AMD Athlon 64 X2 @ 2.4GHz or better -Memory: 2 GB -Video Card: Nvidia GeForce 9600 or Radeon X600 -Sound Card: Intel HD Audio -Scanners: XI-98DB, which is an updated version of the popular XV
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